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Improving three-dimensional (3D) range gated
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This paper performs an experimental investigation on the TOF imaging profile which strongly influences the quality of reconstruction to
accomplish accurate range sensing. From our analysis, the reflected intensity profile recorded appears to deviate from Gaussian model which
is commonly assumed and can be perceived as a mixture of noises and actual reflected signal. Noise-weighted Average range calculation is
therefore proposed to alleviate noise influence based on the signal detection threshold and system noises. From our experimental result,
this alternative range solution demonstrates better accuracy as compared to the conventional weighted average method and proven as a
para-axial correction to improve range reconstruction in 3D gated imaging system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Laser ranging technology has developed rapidly to become
one of the crucial sensorial assets in industrial and day-to-day
applications. This has been a great interest in optical metrology because of its non-contact and non-destructive nature [1].
Due to the high speed and long range capability offered by
laser, it has been deployed in miscellaneous fields such as remote sensing, machine vision, 3D imaging, etc [2]–[4].
Range gated is a potential range sensing approach based on
TOF principle, by measuring the round trip time between
laser pulse emission and the return of the pulse echo resulting
from its reflectance off the target. Range r can be determined
from the two-way travel time t and the speed of light c.
r=

ct
2

(1)

This approach controls the pulsed laser in conjunction with
the camera’s shutter speed to capture the reflectivity images
from the target scene. It has been a promising imaging method
used in many applications such as target detection and recovery [5], long range imaging [6], night vision [7, 8], underwater [9, 10] and 3D imaging [11, 12]. Moreover, range gated approach has become cheaper and affordable due to the continuous development in lasers, sensors, signal processing, and
computer technology. Besides the system enhancement, accu-

racy improvement in term of range computation is also critical
especially in some cases where the performance is limited by
hardware capability.
Reflected laser pulse returns to the incoming direction after
strikes on a target, which contains the key information for
range determination in TOF 3D reconstruction. Since the quality of reconstruction highly relies on the TOF imaging profile,
it is necessary to study the characteristics of reflected laser
pulse. The importance of intensity profile has been emphasised and studied in various applications [13, 14]. System parameters can be analysed from the laser profile, for instance,
the laser and receiver models, atmospheric effects, which are
helpful for result interpretation and prediction. In this context, energy profile in term of variation and redistribution of
laser pulse energy needs to be well understood to perform accurate range computation. Gaussian model has been the most
common assumption used due to its simplicity and efficacy
[15]–[17]. Alda suggested that Gaussian is a reference of quality for a laser source which needs to be extended to define
its distribution [18]. In general, the returned waveform can
be modelled as a sum of Gaussian pulses [19]. Therefore, the
signal can be assumed as a mixture of Gaussian distributions
[20], Lognormal, and generalised Gaussian model [21]. How-
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ever, no attempt was made to further explore the TOF imaging
profile in a range gated system.
In practice, the reflected intensity recorded deviates from the
actual target echo due to various sources of error and noise
[22]. The performance of Intensified Charged Coupled Device
(ICCD) camera as the detector in the range gated imaging system can be limited by signal inherent shot noise (i.e. input
or photon noise), dark current, and readout noise. In addition, speckle and scintillation noise are the extrinsic noises
due to the laser-target interaction and laser beam propagation through the atmosphere [23]. The diffuse light generates
a background power at the camera which corresponds to a
background pixel value [24]. Images averaging is often applied to reduce the measurement uncertainty caused by random noises where the averaging of n images gives accuracy
√
improvement by n factor [25]. However, this does not improve in term of the systematic error in a range gated system
which can be due to imperfections of illumination, intensity
errors caused by low or over-exposed condition, etc [22].
In this paper, we investigate the reflection profile via sequence of two-dimensional (2D) gated images. An experimental study on the 3D range gated reconstruction is carried out
to propose solution at para-axial condition. Alternative range
computation is suggested based on the TOF imaging profile
and noise analysis with accuracy comparison to the conventional weighted average method.

2 RANGE GATED IMAGING SYSTEM
SETUP
The schematic diagram of the range gated imaging system for
3D reconstruction is shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows
the experimental setup of our range gated imaging system.
The major components include a pulsed laser system, ICCD
camera and its control unit, delay generator, power supplies,
lens assemblies, and frame grabber. A Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser with wavelength 532 nm and pulse width ∼10 ns provides illumination to the target. ICCD gated camera works as
the receiver where the control of the camera gate opening and
gate duration is important, and frame grabber captures the reflectivity images from the camera for 3D reconstruction. The
camera gate opening is triggered by delay generator and the
gate duration can be adjusted from 5 ns to 20 ms. Synchronisation between the laser emission and camera capture is controlled through the delay generator setup where the camera
gate signal triggers the high speed shutter to open for ∼10 ns
and is time delayed with a time step of 100 ps to capture a sequence of 2D gated images. In this context, the two-way travel
time can be determined to obtain the range or depth for each
pixel of the object based on TOF equation. Accordingly, the
object surface can be reconstructed in 3D form from the calculated depth map.

3 TIME-OF-FLIGHT IMAGING ANALYSIS
In a range gated imaging system, the total energy received and
captured in an image pixel is the incident energy of laser pulse

FIG. 1 Range gated imaging system setup. (a) Schematic diagram of range gated imaging system for 3D reconstruction. (b) Experimental setup of range gated imaging system.

integrated during the camera gate opening. The reflected laser
pulse P(t) is delayed by the round trip travel time 2rc and
the camera gate G (t) is delayed by time ti sequentially with
a time step tstep based on time slicing technique [26]. i denotes the number of image slices captured in sequence where
i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Ii =

Z

P(t −

2r
) G (t − ti )dt
c

(2)

Camera gate function is often assumed as G (t) = 1 when
0 ≤ t ≤ t gate , where t gate is the camera gate time.
Range gated imaging is treated as one pixel problem because
the reflected energy from the target scene is a function of various influencing factors such as illuminating laser profile, bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF), which vary
across the target scene [6]. Theoretically, each pixel should exhibit the same characteristic with the reflected laser pulse. The
temporal profile of the reflected laser pulse P(t) is commonly
approximated as Gaussian form [26].
P(t) = √

Po
2πσp

exp(

− t2
)
2σp2

(3)

Po is the maximum transmitted energy and σp is the standard
deviation of the echo pulse. To investigate the energy distribution, a sequence of time delayed images can be analysed
for individual pixels. Figure 2(a) and 2(c) show the temporal
profile of two example pixels while Figure 2(b) and 2(d) show
the probability distribution fitting result of the example pixels. The blue circles represent the data of pixel intensity and
the red line indicates the ideal Gaussian fit. It can be seen that
distribution of Pixel1 is approximately Gaussian whereas distribution of Pixel2 shows significant deviation and is not well
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FIG. 2 Temporal profile and probability fitting for two example pixels reflected from the targeted object. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show an object pixel which behaves approximately
Gaussian distributed while Figure 2(c) and 2(d) correspond to an object pixel exhibits non-Gaussian characteristic. (a) Temporal profile for Pixel1. (b) Probability fitting for Pixel1.
(c) Temporal profile for Pixel2. (d) Probability fitting for Pixel2.

fitted to Gaussian model as compared to Pixel1. This shows
that the distribution of pixel intensity can deviate from pure
Gaussian model.

0.9

The TOF imaging profile is disturbed by multiple sources of
noises in practice. The pixel intensity captured thus is a noisy
sample from the convolution function in Eq. (2). Pixel value or
the total energy on each image pixel Ii can be expressed as the
sum of different sources including the contributions from target reflection Itarget , atmospheric backscatter Ibsc , background
Ibackgr and detector noise Inoise [24].
Ii = Itarget + Ibsc + Ibackgr + Inoise

Probability

0.75

∑i Ii
∑i (δIi )2

0.1

(4)

(5)

In general, SNR is inversely proportional to δIi contributed by
Ibsc , Ibackgr , and Inoise . Therefore, SNR can be controlled and
improved by suppressing the amount of associated noises.
We can estimate the background Ibackgr and detector noise
Inoise by capturing an image without the presence of target
reflection. An example of distribution fitting for Pixel2 after
exclusion of noise data can be seen in Figure 3 which shows
the distribution of the actual reflected signal of image pixel is
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FIG. 3 Probability fitting for Pixel2 after noise data elimination.

closer to Gaussian model without the noise influence. However, it can be seen that there are still outliers exist mainly in
the low and high intensity regions. System noise partly contributed by the detector noise and background can be the reason for outliers in the low intensity region while the outliers in
the high intensity region possibly caused by the over-exposed
pixel or spike noise, which are considered in the proposed
range computation.
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4 PROPOSED RANGE CALCULATION
MODEL
When time slicing technique is used for image acquisition and
reconstruction, the step size tstep for image sequence captured
is much smaller compared to the laser pulse width and camera gate i.e. tstep  σp , tstep  t gate . The summation of radiant energy in an image pixel I ( x, y) = ∑i Ii ( x, y) where the
summation
∑i can be seen as the integration over time slices
R
dti /tstep [26].
R
Ii dti
(6)
I = ∑ Ii =
t
step
i
Conventional weighted average method has been an effective
yet simple implementation for range calculation. The average
two-way travel time < t > to a field-of-view point or pixel
can be obtained as [26, 27]:
n

∑ Ii ti

< t >=

i =1
n

(7)

∑ Ii

i =1
n

where ∑ Ii is the summation of n reflected laser pulse inteni =1

sity or the (x,y) pixel value for n gated images, and Ii is the intensity or the (x,y) pixel value at delayed time ti (or equivalent
ith gated image). Accordingly, the depth or range of the fieldof-view point or pixel can be reconstructed from r = c<2t>
based on TOF principle. Weighted average method is a suitable approach for Gaussian distributed data, however, TOF
imaging profile as investigated is not a true Gaussian under
noise influence. Therefore, it is possible to improve range accuracy using alternative computation model.
As discussed in Section 3, noise is unavoidable causing the
received intensity to deviate from ideal Gaussian distribution.
Typically, noise observed at low intensity and spike artefact or
over-exposure occurs at high intensity region are the outliers.
Rather than remembering all of these noisy details, it makes
sense to down-weight the influence or lower the probability
of false alarm in the intensity ranges where noise is dominant.
Nevertheless, we are more interested in the higher intensity
data returned that likely determine the detected range. We
propose a method which we refer as Noise-weighted Average
to refine the range calculation:
n

FIG. 4 Flow chart of range gated reconstruction algorithm.

so that the returned data fits better to Gaussian distribution.
The outliers can be identified based on the re-fitted Gaussian model. The computation scheme is illustrated in Figure 4. Firstly, the captured intensity in the form of image pixel
data is processed to exclude system noise identified. The resulted data is fitted to Gaussian distribution model and maximum Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF)
value is obtained. Essentially, when wi =1, noise is assumed to
be negligible with higher probability for detection meanwhile
0≤wi <1 is applied to data with higher noise probability to reduce the influence of noises.

∑ wi Ii ti

< t >=

i =1
n

(8)

∑ wi Ii

i =1

wi =

where wi , 0≤wi ≤1 is defined as noise-weighted coefficient.
When wi =1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n, this model is the same as the conventional weighted average method assuming noise is negligible. Ii represents the intensity or the (x,y) pixel value at de-


wi = 1




0 ≤ wi < 1



if Threshold ≤ ECDF
≤ Max per Gaussian fit
otherwise, noise influence is
considered.

(9)

n

layed time ti (or equivalent ith gated image), and ∑ Ii is the
i =1

summation of intensity or pixel value for n gated images.
The evidence presented thus far demonstrates the need for
better strategy to handle the reflected laser pulse data. We
make a simplified assumption of normally distributed noise
that is independent of the reflected signal and is excluded

Intensity threshold is to control the probability of detection
and noise-weighted coefficient is applied to indicate the reliability of measurement, which both can be chosen independently based on the prior knowledge of the detection limit
and system noise. In this context, the threshold set must be
above the noise level i.e. > Ibsc + Ibackgr + Inoise . The proposed
computation model is verified in the following section.
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FIG. 5 Raw image of Object1 captured by the range gated imaging system.

5 3D RANGE GATED SURFACE
RECONSTRUCTION
Our experiment is conducted in a controlled environment
where the illumination and atmospheric effects are negligible. Figure 5 shows the raw gray-scale image captured by the
range gated imaging system. A sequence of 2D gray-scale images is captured by the ICCD camera across the target scene.
The range value for each pixel is determined separately since
range gated imaging is treated as one pixel problem and eventually constructs the 3D surface of the target scene. Test object with depth measurement 0.48 m from background is reconstructed from a total of 155 gated images with time step
100 ps. As discussed in Section 3, the TOF imaging profile of
image pixels could be non-Gaussian distributed because of
the noise data. To reduce the influence of noise anticipated
at lower intensity region, one can adapt the aforementioned
Noise-weighted Average model to down-weight the noisy images. Smaller noise-weighted coefficient should be applied
when the noise probability is higher.
From Eq. (4), the total noise in the system is given by Ibsc +
Ibackgr + Inoise . Therefore, we need to alleviate the noise influence at low intensity region. For our verification, threshold is
selected above the total noise level as half of the maximum
intensity based on full width at half maximum (FWHM) criterion of laser pulse and noise-weighted coefficient of 0.5 is
used in Eq. (8) for range calculation. Result of the object depth
reconstruction in Table 1 shows that the Noise-weighted Average method yields distinctly smaller depth error of 3.84%
as compared to the weighted average method which gives
a depth error of 12.65%. Graphical representation of the 3D
surface reconstruction is shown in Figure 6. Suffice to say,
it is possible to produce better reconstruction accuracy with
the para-axial correction on reflected laser pulse profile using
Noise-weighted Average method as an alternative to the conventional weighted average method.
Weighted
Average
12.65%

Noise-weighted
Average
3.84%

TABLE 1 Absolute depth error (%) comparison between weighted average and Noiseweighted Average methods.

FIG. 6 Comparison of 3D surface reconstruction using conventional weighted average and Noise-weighted Average range calculation models. (a) Reconstructed Object1
based on conventional weighted average method. (b) Reconstructed Object1 based on
Noise-weighted Average method.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reveal that the TOF imaging profile in 3D
range gated reconstruction exhibits non-Gaussian characteristics under noise influences. This finding is important as the
TOF range gated technique relies on the reflectivity images for
3D reconstruction. The reflected intensity profile can be perceived as a mixture of noises and actual signals. We propose
the Noise-weighted Average method to refine the range calculation based on intensity threshold to control the probability
of detection and noise-weighted coefficient to indicate the reliability of intensity measurement. As evident from the experimental result, the proposed method to alleviate the noise influence yields better range estimation as compared to the conventional weighted average method. This correction is valid
for the reflected laser pulse profile that arrives close to the
para-axial condition. Para-axial condition limits the images
capture to be very close to the lens axial but some constraints
may enlarge the deviation or change the reflected laser pulse
profile eventually.
In future, optimisation on the Noise-weighted Average
method can be further looked into to improve its efficiency
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and robustness by modelling the reflected signal with
more complex distribution models such as Lognormal and
generalised Gaussian. Additionally, other effects caused by
target reflectivity and detector are to be investigated and
compensated in the range reconstruction algorithm.
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